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First  – Vocabulary – Too many words 
 
Replace the words in bold in the following sentence with a single word or phrase from the box. 
 
Apologised   atmosphere  biography  emergency  exhausting 

 Hitchhiking  insomnia  nephew  optimistic  outskirts 

Regretted  shelter  souvenirs  stamina  surgeon 

 
 

1. She was always expecting the best thing to happen (_____________) and was an incredibly 
happy person.  

2. He believed it was his fault and so felt very sorry for (_____________) what had happened 
3. After all the training she had incredible resistance (_____________).  Running for hours was no 

trouble at all. 
4. I suffer from a serious inability to sleep (_____________) therefore I sometimes read in the 

middle of the night. 
5. Every art history major should read the account of the life (_____________) of Salvador Dali. 
6. The politician said he was sorry (_____________) for not discovering his party’s corruption 

until it was too late and offered to resign. 
7. Ever since I can remember, I’ve always wanted to be a person who performs operations at 

hospital (_____________), I even used to practice on my teddies. 
8. It was a terrible storm and out at sea there was nowhere to get away from the bad weather 

(_____________). 
9. Oh, I would like to introduce you to my brother’s son (_____________), Richard. 
10. Yes, you could say I was tired and worn out (_____________) after the Boston marathon. 
11. There is way the too much carbon dioxide entering the layer of air and gases surrounding the 

earth (_____________), which is causing the greenhouse effect. 
12. I tried standing by the road with my thumb in the air (_____________), but nobody stopped, 

so I just kept on walking. 
13. Hurry, call an ambulance!!  This is an extremely dangerous situation where we must act 

fast(_____________). 
14. The secret society always met in a cheap hotel, somewhere on the area of housing a long way 

from the centre (_____________). 
15. Why do people expect friends and family to buy them cheap things to remind you of your visit 

(_____________) when they go abroad. 
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ANSWERS 

1. Optimistic 
2. Regretted 
3. Stamina 
4. Insomnia 
5. Biography 
6. Apologized 
7. Surgeon 
8. Shelter 
9. Nephew 
10. Exhausted 
11. Atmosphere 
12. Hitchhiking 
13. Emergency 
14. Outskirts 
15. Souvenir 

 
 


